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2008-20011 ARCTIC CAT M SERIES INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS  

Tools Required 

Drill motor 

#11 drill bit (included) 3/16” rivets (included) 

Metal cutting saw or plasma cutter 

Clamps 

Marking pen 

Small disc sander or grinder 

Rivet gun (pneumatic rivet tool highly recommended) 

 

(1) Open package and inspect contents for damaged or missing parts. Should damage be found, or parts missing, contact  Wasatch 

 Recreational Products (WRP) to arrange for replacements. 

(2)  With the supplied # 11 drill bit remove the factory 90 deg. Brace on both sides, the new running board  will replace this brace.  

(3)        Position each Mountain TUFF Running Board in place on the existing rail and using a marking pen trace around the 

 openings and use markings as a template for cutting out the existing section. Many customers have chosen cut out  each indi

 vidual window to maintain maximum strength. Many customers have seen success by cutting out the entire inner area. Cutting 

 an area 1/8” larger than the template windows or sections is advisable so that the existing rail material side does not  show 

 through after the boards are in place. 

(3) Some models require some of the existing factory installed rivets to be ground to flat or removed entirely so that the re

 placement boards lay flat.  Always leave any factory round head rivets that are used to fasten suspension brackets and com

 ponents and simply place the boards over them.  

(4) Prior to cutting holes, or windows, inspect proposed cutting areas to ensure that factory support brackets won’t be impacted by 

 cutting them. If brackets appear to interfere, re-layout your windows to cut around the brackets and  leave them intact. 

 Using a saw or plasma cutter remove the windows that you have marked from your template. Again, we recommend cutting the 

 holes 1/8” larger than the windows. 

(5) Clamp the  Mountain TUFF Running Boards in position and re-check your cut outs for proper fit. Remove any remaining 

 existing metal that shows through the cutout windows before attaching the Mountain TUFF Running Boards.  

(6) When satisfied with your cut outs you may proceed to drilling rivet holes with the supplied #11 drill bit. Each  Mountain 

 TUFF Running Board has rivet location holes already pre-drilled in them. Simply drill each location and se cure with the pro

 vided rivets and backer washers for additional strength.  In the areas where rivets may interfere with the rotation of the 

 track be sure to smash them flat. 

 

Safety glasses are a must, always wear eye protection! 

Mountain TUFF Running Boards 


